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evaluation | Juanjo Cubí Hernández

“Designing a dream city is easy; rebuilding a living one takes imagination.” 
(Jane Jacobs, 1958)

The story of our cities runs parallel to the other changes in which the society 
that inhabits them is immersed. Whether these are changes of a social, 
economic, technological or political nature, cities evolve by adapting and 
developing in accordance with them, which is reflected in their morphology. 
The constant paradigm shifts throughout history in relation to issues such 
as industrialisation, mobility or, more recently, environmental awareness 
are reflected in tangible urban transformations. The change in our way of 
perceiving them has been changing as we have evolved as a society, shifting 
certain activities outside of our cities and thereby generating the appearance of 
non-places, obsolete spaces resulting from the perversion of their original use. 
These spaces represent a challenge and generate an opportunity for architects, 
landscapers and urban planners, as active agents in the process of transforming 
urban areas, when it comes to structuring the city of the future. At PSpaisea 
we call for a creative eye when it comes to intervening and transforming these 
spaces and adapting them to new needs, hence the name chosen for this issue is 
opportunity spaces.

The projects selected for this issue, each with a very different scale and context, 
have this common denominator and seek to extol the possibilities offered by 
these abandoned places, endeavouring to provide them with a new use that 
brings them closer to the public.

From a post-industrial landscape reconverted into a playground that generates 
scenic views or an old dumping ground that seeks to become a new centre of 
ecological, social and environmental activity for its community, to a former 
overpass repurposed (instead of wiping the slate clean and demolishing it), 
recovering for the pedestrian a fresh veneer that makes a grey city like Seoul 
greener and more habitable, or an old piece of infrastructure that goes from 
being a barrier, a cut, to becoming a catalyst for activity, social connection 
and cohesion.

From this classic quote by Jane Jacobs and this reflection, we begin this issue 
in which we try to highlight the importance of the creative mind when it 
comes to rethinking our cities.
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play landscape “be MINE” 
Beringen | Belgium

OMGEVING | Carve
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Current view of the old mining facilities. 

View of the surroundings of the 

intervention. 

introduction
The team of Carve and OMGEVING (design) and Krinkels (contractor) won the 
international competition to design an adventurous play-scape and landmark 
on a “terril” (an artificial hill made of mining rubble) in Beringen, Belgium, 
in January 2015. The adventure mountain is part of the touristic-recreational 
project be-MINE, which aims to breathe new life into the monumental 
coalmining town of Beringen, the largest industrial-archaeological site in 
all of Flanders. The former mining town wanted to add new function to 
the 60-metre-high mountain of rubble, and to redevelop the old industrial 
buildings into a cultural hotspot where its history can be experienced in a 
playful way. 

The design consists of three parts that create a unity with the mountain and 
its past: a forest of poles as a landmark, an adventurous prismatic play 
surface on the flank of the mountain and a square made of coal on the top 
of the “terril”. The spine of the ensemble is a long straight stairway that 
provides access to all levels. At night, a line of lights along the stairs makes 
the topography of the “terril” visible.
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View of the coal square and its accesses. 

View of the north face of the slag hill from 

the lower part of the intervention. 

1.  slag hill

2.  slide

3. polyhedral games

4.  continuous stairs

5.  coal square

6.  forest of poles

7.  old mining facilities

8.  existing forest
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General plan overlaid on aerial photo.
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nivel 3 |  30-47 metros

El tercer nivel se caracteriza por ‘escaleras gigantes’ y un tobogán de 20 metros de largo. Los enormes 

peldaños de la escalera crean un objeto de juego integrado que intensifica el viaje hacia la cima, debido 

a la fuerza física necesaria para ello. En la superficie prismática del juego se desliza ‘tallado’, que no 

tiene igual en cuanto a tamaño y velocidad.

nivel 4 |  47-60 metros

Por las escaleras gigantes y por el bosque de postes, que está salpicado de elementos para trepar como 

cuerdas y redes, se puede continuar el viaje hasta la cima.

plaza del carbón |  60 metros

Para llegar a la cima se ha atravesado una empinada ruta de sesenta metros. La Plaza del Carbón, con 

una vista panorámica de 360 °sobre el patrimonio industrial y el paisaje circundante, es una recompensa 

bien aprendida por los desafiantes esfuerzos de juego y escalada.

nivel 1 |  0 -10 metros

Al pie del ‘terril’, una zona de juegos es el punto de partida de la desafiante aventura para la parte 

superior. El nivel 1 está dirigido a niños pequeños y sus padres, que pueden decidir no escalar la parte 

superior. Las superficies de juego son muy accesibles y están revestidas con superficies de seguridad. 

Entre los elementos de juego, desde hamacas, vigas de equilibrio y un laberinto, también se encuentran 

‘tomando tubos’, un elemento que recuerda a los métodos de comunicación en la antigua época minera.

nivel 2 |  14 - 30 metros

El segundo nivel está diseñado como una superficie tectónica prismática, que apunta a la sensación de escalar 

y experimentar la altura. Esto crea un paisaje que invita a serdescubierto, para todos los grupos de edad. Esta 

zona es una ruta de descubrimiento ‘por excelencia’, donde el aumento de la altura agrega un desafío físico 

adicional. Debajo de la superficie de hormigón, se puede utilizar un sistema de túneles cortos para esconderse 

y como vigías. Los túneles integrados y las cuerdas para escalar crean una variación infinita de rutas y “bucles”.

General plan of the intervention.

level 1: 0 - 10 meter

level 3: 30 - 47 meter

level 4: 47 - 60 meter

coal square: 60 meter

level 2: 14 - 30 meter

At the foot of the 'terril', a play zone is the starting point of the challenging adventure to 

the top. The play surfaces are very accessible and are lined with safety surfacing. Amongst 

'taking tubes', an element that is reminiscent of the communication methods in the old 
mining era.

The third level is characterised by 'giant stairs' and a 20 meter long slide. The enormous 

because of the physical strength needded for this. Into the prismatic play surface a slide is 
'carved', which is unequalled when it comes to size and speed.

To reach the top, a steep route of sixty meters has been traversed. The Coal Square, with 
a 360° panoramic view on the industrial heritage and the surrounding landscape, is a well-
earned reward for the challenging playing and climbing efforts. 

Via the giant stairs and through the pole forest, which is dotted with climbing elements 
such as ropes and netting, the journey to the top can be continued. 

The second level is designed as a prismatic, tectonic surface, which aims at the sensation 
of climbing and experiencing the height. This creates a landscape that invites to be 
discovered, for all age groups. This zone is a discovery route 'par excellence', where the 
increasing height adds an additional physical challenge. Underneath the concrete surface, 
a system of short tunnels can be used for hiding and as lookouts. The integrated tunnels 
and climbing ropes create an endless variation of routes and 'loops'. 
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forest of poles as point of 
reference to the mining past
The topography of the landscape has regained its structure and is made visible 
by a forest of: 1,600 timber poles that are embedded into the northern slope 
of the “terril”, from top to bottom. The rounded poles make reference to the 
mining past as; they were once used support the kilometres-long underground 
mining shafts. 

It is a strong spatial gesture and an intervention that relates to the scale of the 
hill and the industrial heritage at this location. 

Among the poles, space has been dedicated to an adventure circuit with 
balancing beams, climbing nets, hammocks, a labyrinth and a rope course. 
The poles are placed in a grid, which results in an interesting perspective 
effect: the sightlines create an experience evocative of the dark mining 
shafts of the past.

View of the forest of poles and the slide. 

(Benoit Meeus)

Aerial view of the polyhedral playground .
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The coal square, from which one can see 

all the surrounding area. (Benoit Meeus)

prismatic play surface
Wedged in between the forest of poles lies a large, prismatically- shaped play 
surface. That has been “draped” over the “terril”, following its contours a gesture 
that is visible from afar. The concrete surface is a challenging object that widens 
as it flows down from the top and “crumples” at the foot of the hill. This tectonic 
landscape offers space for an endless variety of play options and is scattered with 
crawling tunnels, climbing  surfaces with grips and footholds and giant steps. Its 
spectacular highlight slide more than 20-metres-long, which is placed halfway up 
the hill and is integrated within the relief of the concrete play surface. 

coal square
At the top of the “terril”, at a height of sixty metres, the circular “Coal Square” 
was created, which reflects both the past and the present character of the terril, 
and provides a visual representation of the presence of the “black gold”. The 
sloped edges of the Coal Square can be used for seating and contain historic 
information about the site and the surrounding mining landscape. Visitors can 
stroll around a stroll on the raised embankment and enjoy the panoramic views 
over the surrounding mining landscape of Limburg.

Front view of the polyhedral playground. 
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The whole intervention, with the forest of 

posts as a reminder of the mining past.
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Various views of the long staircase, the 

polyhedral playground and the slide.

(Marleen Beek | Benoit Meeus)
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foto (Catherine Mosbach)

Children playing in the polyhedral playground.

(Marleen Beek)

technical data
project     PLAY LANDSCAPE “be-MINE”

location     Beringen | Belgium

client       city of Beringen                              

authors     OMGEVING: Luc Wallays, Maarten Moers,   

     Peter Seynaeve, Peter Swyngedauw, Ada Barbu,  

     Tom Beyaert 

     Carve (engineer): Elger Blitz, Mark van der Eng  

     Jasper van de Schaaf, Hannah Schubert,    

     Johannes Müller, Clément Gay

main contractor    Krinkels

sub contractors    Van Vliet BV, IJreka BV

project management   Maarten Moers (OMGEVING)

date of design      January 2015

date of completion     September 2016

surface area    10.600 m2

budget     700.000 €

photography    Benoit Meeus         

     Carve (Marleen Beek, Hannah Schubert)
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Giacomini park
 Motta di Livenza (Treviso) | Italy

MADE associati
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State of the site before the intervention. 

Start of the construction works.

The project is comprised of two basic elements: a former landfill and a 
woodland, both left to themselves. Two different entities, with gradients of 
naturalness and hybrid artificiality to be brought together in order to devise 
a renewed environmental, ecological and social functions. 

The area was comprised of a small municipal solid waste landfill, a strictly 
organized structure with no remaining functionality. A landfill is an anonymous 
place created according to a pre-established design with a view to performing 
specifically-identified functions. A situation of widespread anonymity defined 
by law in terms of size and characteristics. 

The Ministry for the Environment, Land and Sea issued a Decree dated April 
8 2008 regulating centres for the separate collection of municipal solid wastes, 
in line with art.183, comma 1, letter cc) of Legislative Decree n.152 dated April 
3 2003 which defined the fields of application in municipal or inter-municipal 
collection centres for household and non-domestic users. Collection centres 
are made up of a series of removable containers for the conferment of non-
hazardous household wastes featuring internal road networks, impermeable 
paving in the areas for unloading and deposition of wastes, fencing of a height 
no less than 2m, and an outer barrier of hedging and/or trees or mobile screens 
to minimize visibility of the facility.

Aerial view of the intervention area before the construction.
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General plan of the intervention area

new forest

new park

existing forest

headquarters AVIS
old slaughterhouse

an

swimming center
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Prior to intervention, the area was characterised by the presence of a series of 
abandoned undifferentiated wastes such as waste oils, plastic containers, inert 
and other materials deposited both throughout the paved and the green areas.

 Nearby, the woodland consisted in a relatively young area planted along parallel 
mulched rows with plants of various sizes, including ash, walnuts, alders, 
hornbeams, elms and poplars, in addition to a dense undergrowth of mainly 
privet and hazel. A lack of maintenance had led to a dangerous degradation of 
the arboreal and shrub vegetation, with fallen plants and forked and chipped 
branches, making the area unpassable and close to collapse. These two areas 
are located close to the historic centre of the Municipality of Motta di Livenza, 
in an enclosed area lacking any road network devoted to a series of public uses: 
municipal swimming pools, sports field, care centre for the elderly, all frequented 
by different groups and remaining operational throughout the day.

 Taken together, the waste area and the woodland portray a landscape of 
abandonment featuring a strong potential for regeneration based on the intrinsic 
qualities and positional value, nestled amongst the numerous surrounding 
activities that constitute a dynamic context. 

The project, initially intended to completely demolish the landfill structure, 
has evolved with the aim of promoting a proactive link between the structures 
present on site, financial availability and the functional requests of the 
community. 

Thus, from the basic elements comprised in the equipped area, a park was 
born. A park in a few easy steps. Taking advantage of its barycentric position 
and elementary structure of concrete floors and walls, a series of simple 
operations of removal, salvaging, excavation, and cutting were undertaken to 
restore the area to an operational function. A restoration not linked merely to 
use of the space, but also featuring a regeneration of environmental principles.

 Each cut and each removal required a detailed operation aimed at adhering to 
the original lines / joints traced on the ground and promote the development 
of a geometric pattern deriving from the original form of the area and thus 
generate ‘discarded’ sections indicated for outplacing.
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1. Demolition and soil filling with 
grass planting

2. Demolition and soil filling with 
perennial and grass species

3. Paving with concrete drainage  4. Street-mural wall painting 5. Lines painted on the playing area 6. Rubber paving under climbing wall 7. Bark chippings 8. Prefabricated concrete bench 9. Concrete seat

AREA A – table tennis table AREA B – target shooting AREA C – climbing wall AREA D –  space for outdoor exercises AREA E – seating steps AREA F – cycling and skating circuit AREA G – street basketball court

Design plan showing work to be carried 

out and the various activity areas.

0m  5  10m  
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section A

section B

section C

section D
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The elements present were ludically interpreted based on their capacity, their 
consistency, and presence of vertical walls and horizontal surfaces, and a series 
of diverse patterns hypothesized. By manipulating the existing area, sections 
of concrete were removed to restore permeability to the soil to yield ground on 
which to plant new trees needed to mitigate the heat, provide shaded spots and 
constitute areas of collective appeal, design spaces in which to linger, whilst 
bearing in mind how the soil “is a vital organ to all effects”.

Basic, “circular” actions devised to avoid production of scraps or waste: 
digging, removing, operating through coring to deform the area, to build 
the playground, each concrete element cut with precision or deriving from 
diversified diameter coring was reallocated in the same area to form the basis 
for a new application - hard paving on which to locate picnic tables or route 
a brief itinerary. A variety of tones of yellow were applied as the main colour, 
and the existing north-south facing walls were decorated using pictograms 
to portray the range of activities, whilst the remaining east-west facing walls 
depicted the range of games available.

A succession of rooms decorated with scenes of shooting, climbing, and street 
workouts constituted the play area; different colours were applied to mark out 
space for the specific activities. The floor paving was dyed to create a games 
itinerary for wheeled vehicles and/or skates, and a basketball court delineated.

In the upper part previously occupied by the asphalt, a de-paving operation 
was carried out and a flowering meadow sown with no use of fertilizers and 
requiring very little water; Malus New York trees were planted to create a 
shaded area in this leisure space, a raised observation point providing a wide 
view over the new spatial structure.

Not all spaces from which cement was removed have been re-vegetated, with 
sections of permeable soil being deliberately left devoid of formal planting 
to promote the spontaneous arrival of new seeds and establishment of free-
growing vegetation. The ultimate composition of the flora will forge a self-
imposed equilibrium. 

A park in continual movement and evolution, free to flourish thanks to 
the additions freely provided over time by the visitors, a site capable of 
accommodating other activities and other potential uses - by all accounts a 
flexible and exploitable space. 
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Each plant was chosen based on its capacity of resistance in a harsh urban 
context and its ability of regeneration.

In the cemented plaza, the trees planted were species, selected for their ability 
to establish in hard, difficult soils and survive in conditions of scarce water 
availability; likewise, flowerbeds were planted with gramineous plants. 

Once freed from the concrete surface as described previously, the large tank 
that contained the oil drums was covered with cultivated soil and planted with 
a variety of very low maintenance grasses, all highly attractive to butterflies and 
pollinating insects.

Inside the surrounding existing woodland, planted more than twenty years 
ago, the operation of valorisation and enhancement has restored the woods to 
its role as an irreplaceable repository of environmental values, of benefit to the 
physical and mental wellbeing of mankind. 

Recovery, reuse, and regeneration represent key parameters in an urban context 
with a view to maintaining control over management of resources, avoiding 
waste, and particularly in exploiting the potential of what may at first sight 
appear to be of scarce utility or unserviceable.

In achieving valorisation of the commonplace for the purpose of reclamation 
and restoration of numerous “mundane” spaces by attempting to combine 
resource availability with the management and maintenance of open 
spaces, the Giacomini Park represents a conscious expression of the value of 
uncomplicated actions accomplished by carefully exploiting the potential for 
regeneration and interpretation potential that the area silently concealed.
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technical data
project     GIACOMINI PARK

location     Motta di Livenza (TV) | Italia

clients       Comune di Motta di Livenza (TV)                               

authors     MADE associati 

     architetti Michela De Poli e Adriano Marangon

collaborators    Federico Comuzzo, Silvia Fracassi

     Laura Castenetto

vegetation advisor   Gianfranco Marchetti (dott agronomical)

empresa constructora   A.E.B. costruzioni srl.  Pio Loco Piante  

construction management  Adriano Marangon

date of projest      2015

construction date     2019

surface area    14.000 m2

total cost    194.594 €

photography    MADE associati
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Seoullo 7017 Skygarden
Seoul | South Korea

MVRDV
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about
The Seoul Station Overpass was built in the 1970s to provide a vehicular 
connection from Namdaemun market, the largest traditional market in 
Seoul to the east, across the station area to the various parks in the west. 
Following intensive safety inspections in 2006, the city of Seoul deemed 
the 17-metre high overpass structure unsafe and decided to demolish 
and rebuild it, banning heavy vehicle access to the elevated roadway in 
2009. Further consultation with residents and experts led to the plan to 
transform the overpass, which totals 9,661 m2 in area, into a pedestrian 
walkway and public space, with the design competition launched in 2015. 

Many viaducts and pedestrian overpasses in Asian cities are purely 
functional elements, but due to the scale of the Seoul Station Overpass 
which was built for vehicular traffic, an opportunity exists to create a 
unique public space in the heart of Seoul. The goal to make this space 
as green as possible while introducing new leisure functions requires a 
modular and adaptable approach. MVRDV’s design creates a library of 
local plants, a Korean arboretum of species planted in “neighbourhoods” 
and arranged along the 938 metre length of the Station Overpass according 
to their names in the Korean alphabet. In addition to the circular plant 
pots of varying sizes, a series of customisable activators such as tea cafés, 
flower shops, street markets, libraries and greenhouses will provide a 
catalogue of elements which will enliven the Seoul Skygarden.

In the future, the overpass will evolve with new plants and new activators 
so as to become an “urban nursery”, rearing trees for the surrounding 
districts. Additional structures of stairs, lifts and escalators as well as new 
“satellite” gardens, can connect to the Skygarden, sprouting like branches 
from the existing structural piers. These extensions can inspire further 
additions to the area’s greenery and public spaces, and will connect the 
Skygarden to its surroundings, both physically and visually, through plant 
species related to each of the neighbourhoods. 2/2 These neighbourhoods 
make the Skygarden easy to navigate due to their alphabetical order and 
consistent signage, as well as the clear differentiation between plant species 
in each cluster, and give a unique character to each space.
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tea cafe

flower shop

sun deck

street library

street market

fountain

observatory street exhibition green houseLED floor

In addition to the circular planters of different sizes, a series of customisable activators such as teahouses, flower 

shops, street markets, libraries and greenhouses will provide a catalogue of elements that will bring Skygarden to life.

In the future, the elevated route will evolve with new plants and new activators 

to become a “city nursery”, growing trees for the surrounding districts.
View from one of the so-called satellites.

View of the Skygarden from one of the surrounding buildings.
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Organized according to the Korean alphabet, the plant library 

makes the natural diversity of the city readable while making 

the Skygarden easy to navigate.
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the Seoul arboretum and the 
skygarden
MVRDV’s design offers a living dictionary of the natural heritage of South 
Korea to the city centre of Seoul. It connects the city dwellers with nature, 
offering users the opportunity to experience amazing views of the Historical 
Seoul Station and Namdaemun Gate. It is an educational arboretum and a 
nursery for future species. How can we transform a 1970’s era highway into 
a Skygarden? How can we change the daily life of thousands of people who 
cross Seoul’s city centre every day? How can we create a unique public park 
in the heart of Seoul with a diverse selection of plant species 

the Skygarden
The newly pedestrianised viaduct next to Seoul’s main station is the next 
step towards making the city greener, friendlier and more attractive. 
Since the project began in May 2015, the main challenge of the Skygarden 
project has been to transform a 938-m-long existing overpass into a public 
garden, overlaying a matrix of Korean flora onto the 16m-high elevated 
steel structure. From the start, MVRDV engaged with the need to change 
this infrastructural element into a green symbol, changing the image of 
the city centre of Seoul. Together with the Municipality of Seoul, local 
NGO’-s, landscape teams and city advisers, MVRDV was deeply committed 
to accommodating the largest diversity of flora into a strictly urban 
environment. The park is populated by 16 small pavilions including cafés, 
shops, exhibitions, gardener’s pavilions, trampolines, foot paths, a stage 
and children’s theatre, and an information centre. These magnify the 
experience of the users, enhancing the park with extra fun activities that 
engage the city on a cultural and commercial level. Multiple stairs, lifts, 
bridges and escalators link the city to the new park, reintegrating it into 
the adjacent urban fabric. 
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View of the Skygarden, where we see the stairways and 

elevator shafts.
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View of the Skygarden access ramp. Cross sections of the elevated walkway. 

Aerial view of the Skygarden in the city centre.
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the arboretum 
The Skygarden located in the heart of Seoul is a plant village, an ever-changing 
landscape that accommodates the largest variety of Korean species into a public 
park, gathering 52 families of plants including trees, shrubs and flowers displayed 
in 645 tree pots, collecting around 160 species and subspecies. In total, the 
park will include 24,000 plants (trees, shrubs and flowers). The linear park was 
designed as a collection of small gardens, each one with its very own layout, 
scents, colour and identity. The landscape will change according to the seasons: 
the bright colours of leaves in autumn of the Aceraceae family (maples), the 
blossoms of cherry trees and rhododendrons in spring, the evergreen coniferous 
trees in winter and shrubs and fruit bearing trees in summer. Some of the flora 
highlights are found in the two large squares: the colourful Rosa Square where 
one can enjoy concerts and performances, next to the flowery tree pots and the 
Magnolia Square with an open-air stage and café. The huge ponds of waterlilies 
in the Nymphaeaceae area and the photogenic Gingko trees are also a must-
see in the garden. There will be edible berries and fruit spread throughout the 
Skygarden and succulent plants from the Crassulacean family. More than 800 
mobile tree pots will be added to the garden to enhance the change in seasons. 
Just like an open-air encyclopaedia, the plant families are organised in alphabetic 
order, from east to west, creating easy navigation to find the species on display. 

the satellites
The urban-nursery will act as a reference and a source of inspiration for future 
developments in Seoul and Korea in general. The Skygarden aims to expand its 
roots to the surrounding areas of the bridge, creating a strategy to transform it into 
a much greener and pedestrian-friendly environment. The green strategy includes 
increasing the number of pedestrian streets and green squares, providing more 
space for pocket gardens, green alleys, green roofs, green parking and terrace 
projects to grow and expand, as part of this satellite expansion around the bridge. 
The plant library should be credited to Ben Kuipers (Dutch Landscape Designer) 
and KECC, the local landscape partner.
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technical data
project    SEOULLO 7017 | TRANSFORMATION OF ELEVATED HIGHWAY  
      INTO PUBLIC SPACE

location    Seoul | South Korea

clients      Seoul Metropolitan Government                               

contest authors 

  MVRDV  Winy Maas, Jacob van Rijs and Nathalie de Vries     

   with Wenchian Shi, Kyosuk Lee, Kai Wang, Ángel     

   Sánchez Navarro, Jaewoo Lee, Antonio Luca Coco,      

   Matteo Artico and Jaime Domínguez Balgoma 

  landscape architect: Ben Kuipers, Delft, Netherlands 

  local architect: DMP, Seoul, Korea 

  structure: Saman Engineering, Seoul, Korea 

  local landscape designer: KECC, Seoul, Korea 

  sustainability: EAN, Seoul, Korea 

  architectural structure: Cross, Seoul, Korea 

  industrial designers: Studio Makkink & Bey, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

  MEP: Samsin, Seoul, Korea 

  traffic engineers: Song Hyun R&D, Seoul, Korea 

  lighting design: Viabizzuno, Milan, Italy and Nanam Ald, Seoul Korea 

  App design: nhtv, Breda, Netherlands 

  cost engineers: Myong Gun, Seoul, Korea

design development 

  Winy Maas, Jacob van Rijs and Nathalie de Vries      

  with Wenchian Shi, Kyosuk Lee, Mafalda Rangel,      

  Daehee Suk, Daan Zandbergen, Kai Wang, Sen Yang and     

  Dong Min Lee 

  landscape designer: Ben Kuipers landscape architect, MVRDV 

  local architect: DMP, Seoul, Korea 

  structure: Saman Engineering, Seoul, Korea 

  local landscape designer: KECC, Seoul, Korea 

  lighting design  : Rogier van der Heide, MVRDV and Nanam Ald, Seoul Korea

project 
management Winy Maas, Jacob van Rijs and Nathalie de Vries with Wenchian Shi, Kyosuk   

  Lee, Mafalda Rangel and  Dong Min Lee

  landscape design : Ben Kuipers (landscape architect)

date of project     2015

construction date   2017

surface area   9.961 m2

photography   Ossip van Duivenbode     
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under the viaduct
Melbourne | Australia

ASPECT studios

4
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View of the railway line towards the centre 

of Melbourne.

Diagram of the location with respect to the 

centre of Melbourne.

project ambitions
Melbourne is a growing and densifying city, entering a period of rapid growth. 
With a rail system which is over capacity, the State Government has launched 
a program to remove level crossings between roads and railways and to extend 
the rail system. A key component of this program has been the Caulfield to 
Dandenong Level Crossing Removal Project. This is located on Melbourne’s 
busiest rail corridor and colloquially referred to within the industry as ‘Skyrail’ 
and the ‘the Underline’. Five stations have been rebuilt, three sections of the 
railway line have been elevated, nine road crossings have been removed and 
over 22 hectares of new public space created.

This significant infrastructure and urban design project, resulting from a 
collaboration between Cox Architecture and ASPECT Studios with the CTD 
Alliance team, has demonstrably shaped and delivered an engaging and 
participatory public realm, and rejuvenated established hubs located adjacent 
to the railway stations. It highlights the true city shaping power of integrated 
transport, demonstrating how rail corridors can be transformed to be vital 
social and structural elements of the city.

new public space
By elevating the existing rail line, not only have nine level crossings been 
removed, but a previously unavailable public realm has opened generating 
opportunities for community use and connection. The project has delivered 
22.5ha of open space, parklands and new community areas, as well as 12km of 
newly-built pedestrian and cyclist paths.

The three new linear parks each have a role and hierarchy in their 
neighbourhoods. Caulfield to Hughesdale linear park – is now a primary park 
network for the City of Glen Eira, both delivering open space in a community 
with the lowest % open space per person in Victoria and creating new green 
links to existing parks. The Clayton linear park, creates public space within 
a burgeoning activity centre with no central civic or recreational open space 
for the community. The Noble Park linear park is primarily an extension of an 
existing park that is augmented with activities that complement the existing 
facilities and programs.
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Plans of linear park 1

west zone

center zone

east zone

linear park 1

eastcenterwest
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CENTRE ROAD WEST COMMUNITY SPACE

CLAYTON ROAD COMMUNITY SPACE

linear park plan 2 ( Clayton station area)

Zoom in two areas

CENTRE ROAD EAST COMMUNITY SPACE

CLAYTON STATION COMMUNITY SPACE
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Views of the different areas and their use 

by the neighbours.
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Hugesdale station environment.

the rail viaduct
The rail viaduct was designed as a ‘split’ solution, separating the tracks to reduce 
the visual bulk and allow light and rainfall deep into the heart of the linear 
park below, to maximize a light-filled, inviting and safe ground-level area. The 
concrete piers and capitals were sculpted to reduce their visual bulk and reflect 
their structural forces. The sand-blasted acrylic screens have been designed 
to rise and fall within the eye-line of commuters as well as provide privacy in 
sensitive areas.

station public realm
The five stations were conceived as bespoke community hubs, with each 
station including a new urban plaza and buildings at the ground level providing 
purposeful, pod-like structures reflecting their use and together forming the 
active edges of the ground level station concourse.

The stations have an elevated platform with a distinctive canopy which wraps 
the platform to provide superior weather protection whilst also framing views 
across the adjoining suburbs. The plazas provide improved station access and 
connectivity to the adjacent neighbourhood and other transport modes such as 
bus, taxi, drop off and bicycle parking.  

The material palette is natural with concrete, timber, zinc and steel; with 
coloured highlights that reflect each station’s precinct or suburban character. The 
bluestone paving of the public areas wrap up the station pod buildings, setting 
them into their context, and proving a robust response to day-to-day use.  

The station precincts deliver a legible and contextually grounded public realm, 
focused around a multi-modal transport hub including interchanges for buses, 
trains and vehicles, as well as encouraging active transport (walking and cycling). 
Each precinct has a plaza addressing the existing village, with the station’s 
forecourt entry given consideration as a key component of the community 
experience. Key heritage trees and palms where protected and incorporated into 
the new station forecourts and town squares.
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Views of  Murrumbeena  station

Map of the station area of Murrumbeena.
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Zona de juegos próxima a la estación de  

Murumbeena.

Linear park looking from Murrumbeena 

towards Carnegie

linear parks
The linear parks range from small areas for local gatherings, with fitness 
stations, seating and planting, to playgrounds, picnic areas, dog parks and 
larger community areas for activities such as sport, skating and climbing. 
Over 4,200 trees are re-established in addition to those trees saved through 
the elevation of the rail line.

Stormwater from the elevated viaduct is captured and discharged into the 
landscape at the base of the piers, from where it is conveyed through surface 
swales along the alignment to infiltrate through the soil profile and provide 
passive irrigation to tree planting and mitigate the impacts of the overhead 
structure on access to natural rainfall. 

The project has created diverse and plentiful public spaces, featuring a number 
of local and community ‘activation nodes’. Ranging from small areas for local 
gatherings, with fitness stations, seating and planting, to playgrounds, picnic 
areas, dog parks and larger community areas for activities such as sport, 
skating, bouldering and climbing, these nodes provide attractive, safe and well-
maintained places for the community to enjoy. Many of the materials where 
repurposed from the removed trees, demolished rail lines and railway stations 
and were transformed into seats, play items and landscape features. 

The idea around multi-generational spaces were embraced as a way of bringing 
social and age groups together for both more social interaction and improved 
community safety. For example, the activity node in Carnegie, contains fitness 
equipment, sport courts, picnic facilities, ping pong and a bike repair station. 
The space is used by grandparents playing ping pong with their grandchildren, 
while young adults play basketball and some elderly people sit and enjoy the 
communal table. 

The super graphical approach to many of the activation nodes, was a response 
to creating more immediate placemaking opportunities, while the larger new 
urban parkland and planting matures. The activation nodes took advantage 
of the space beneath the railway line and worked positively with the piers, the 
room and strong perspective qualities. Their physical and graphical design plays 
on local culture or recreational themes. 
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legacy
Though the true success of such a project can only be measured in time, the 
integrated design and teamwork led to an end-product that is so much more 
than a public space, public transport or an infrastructure project. The project 
encouraged an evolution from spatially linear and dominating infrastructure 
to an enhanced, integrated, connected network of social, green and transport 
infrastructure. The Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal Project 
is an urban revitalisation project that will benefit the community through a 
generational legacy.

Whilst less tangible, the flow-on effects that increased physical activity and social 
interaction have upon the physical and mental health upon the community 
are well documented, and it is here that the project may well leave its greatest 
legacy. Whether it be walking or cycling along a green and leafy corridor, cycling 
to the station before catching the train to work, playing sport, or simply having 
a chance encounter with old or new friends, elevating the tracks enabled the 
project to establish the social and physical infrastructure that will improve the 
holistic health of all whom engage with it. 

key features
• 5 new stations, Carnegie, Murrumbeena, Hughesdale, Clayton and Noble  
 Park (By Cox Architects)

• 5 new station forecourts and associated open spaces

• 1 new civic square (Noble Park)

• 5 large scale activation/sport/multi-generational places (Carnegie, Clayton,  
 East Clayton, Centre Road, Ross Reserve)

• 3 linear parks and shared user path 

• Multiple small community nodes (dog park, fitness stations, picnic,   
 heritage interpretation, RSL Memorial)

• Integrated water management throughout linear parks.

• The project built 12 kilometres of new path linking several sections of  
 existing path, to create a new 17-km long trail named The Djerring Trail.
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Zonas deportivas en la zona oeste.

technical data
project    Level Crossing Removal Project - Caulfield to Dandenong

location    Suburbs of Carnegie, Noble Park, Hughesdale, Murrumbeena and  
    Clayton in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. 

clients      Level Crossing Removal Authority. Lend Lease, CPB                              

authors    ASPECT Studios: 

    Kirsten Bauer; Heath Gledhill; Kate Slade; Nelson Gomes;    

    Lewis Wright; Richard Grocke; Daniel Drummond; Brett Frost;  

    Christian Lundh; Yuchen Su; Ruben Eelbode; Miki Matsuka; Niki   

    Schwabe; Shimon Regev; Nicholas Torney; Zoe Loomes; Siobhain   

    Murphy; Blake Farmer- Bowers; Warwick Savvas; Tim Fowler;   

    Paul Pilcher; Duyen Nguyen; Chris Flawn; Nick Jenkinson;    

    Natasha Watkins; Yi Song; Lucius Yin; Maroof Ansari; Anat Katz;   

    Kate Dekok; Adam Kiekebosch; Matthew MacKay; Joey Hays.

architecture   COX architecture

civil and structural engineering Aurecon

services engineering  WSP

road safety   DDA

artists / Graphics  March Studio

soil consultant   SESL

horticultural advice  John Raynor (Green Infrastructure Research Group)

pier greening    Fytogreen

head contractor   CPB, Lendlease

landscape contractors  Recoland; Landscapes Plus; Ecodynamics; PTA Landscapes; Civilex

time schedule    Bid Design 6 months; Design Development and Documentation   

    24 months; Constructions: 12 months

date of project     2016/2018

construction date   2018

surface area   22,5 ha of open space, parklands and new community areas

    12 km of new path to create a new 17 km long shared walking and   

    cycling path 

photography   Peter Bennetts | Diana Snape | Peter Clarke       
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